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ABSTRACT 
In 1939 Keller conjectured that any polynomial mapping f : C” + @” with constant nonvanishing 
Jacobian determinant, should be invertible. This open problem bears the name of Jacobian con- 
jecture. Druikowski proved that cubic linear mappings are sufficient o decide the conjecture. For 
this important class we develop an algorithm that translates the constant-Jacobian condition into 
algebraic equations in the matrix of parameters. We also single out a natural special case ot these 
conditions, that we call D&potency. The class of D-nilpotent matrices turns out to coincide with 
set of matrices that are permutation-similar to upper-triangular matrices. The corresponding 
cubic-linear maps are always invertible. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Ever since it was proposed in 1939 by Keller in [K], the ‘Jacobian conjecture’ 
has kept many mathematicians busy and is still open. The statement is pretty 
easy: for all n E N, iff : C” --) C” is a mapping with polynomial components and 
the Jacobian determinant detf’(x) is a nonzero constant, then f is an automor- 
phism of C”, that is to say, it is invertible, with a polynomial inverse. We address 
the reader to [BCW] and [E] for a chronicle of the works. 
Druikowski [Dl, revisited from a different angle in GZ] proved that it is 
sufficient o find either a proof or a counterexample to the conjecture within the 
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smaller set of the ‘cubic-linear’ mappings, to which this paper restricts too. To 
describe what these mappings are, it is convenient to introduce a notation: 
given x E C” and an integer r > 0 we define the componentwise power x*’ as 
x*I := (4,x;, . ,xL), where x = (x1,x2,. . ,xn). 
Definition 1.1. Given an (n x n) matrix A, the ‘cubic-linear’ mapping asso- 
ciated to A is defined as 
(1.1) fA(X) = x - (Ax) *3 for all x E C”. 
Cubic-linear mappings satisfying the ‘Jacobian condition’, that is, whose Jaco- 
bian determinant is constantly equal to 1, are called ‘Druikowski maps’, and 
the corresponding matrices A are called ‘Druikowski matrices’. 
The main problem with Druikowski matrices is that they are difficult to find. 
The classification of all Druikowski matrices is a work that gets harder very 
steeply as the dimension increases. Systematic work has been done up to di- 
mension 5 by Hubbers [Hb]. It follows from this and from general results of 
Druikowski in [D2] that all Druikowski maps are indeed invertible if the di- 
mension is not larger than 7. 
This paper makes the following two contributions to the study of Drui- 
kowski matrices, in generic dimension: 
1. We rewrite the Jacobian condition for a cubic-linear map as a set of ex- 
plicit algebraic equations in the entries of the matrix A, thus eliminating the 
dummy variable x appearing in the original definition; 
2. a special class of Druikowski matrices, that we call ‘D-nilpotent’, arises 
rather naturally while carrying out the previous program. We prove that this 
class coincides with the set of matrices that are permutation-similar to upper 
triangular matrices with null diagonal. 
The general equations for Druikowski matrices (point 1), while seemingly 
hopeless in their full form, may still possibly suggest some other subclass in 
which to look for a counterexample to the Jacobian conjecture. 
The set of the D-nilpotent matrices (point 2) is strictly smaller than the set of 
all Druikowski matrices, and it is contained in the set of matrices that produce 
invertible cubic-linear mappings. Hubbers’s classification shows that every 
Druikowski matrix up to dimension 5 is cubic-similar to a D-nilpotent one. 
Cubic similarity between two matrices A, B means that there exists an in- 
vertible matrix T such that T-‘(BTx)*~ = (Ax)*~, or, equivalently, fA(x) = 
Tp’f~(Tx), for all x. Obviously permutation-similarity is a special case of 
cubic-similarity. On the other hand, Meisters has shown that a certain 
Druikowski matrix in dimension 15 (found by Druikowski in [D3]) is not 
cubic-similar to any D-nilpotent matrix (see [M] for more details). 
We start our argument by looking at the Jacobian condition for a cubic- 
linear map. The Jacobian matrix offA is given by 
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(1.2) f;(x) = Z, - (diag((Ax)*2))A 
(diag(v) means the diagonal matrix with the vector w E @” as the principal 
diagonal). The condition that detfi (x) E 1 is a non-homogeneous calar poly- 
nomial equation of degree 2n in the components of x and of degree 3n in the 
entries of A. If the purpose is to eliminate x, the first thing that comes to mind is 
to collect the variables x and equate to zero the resulting coefficients as poly- 
nomials in the entries of A. We will not pursue this idea, because we don’t know 
a practical way to write those coefficients in generic dimension. 
Our attack to the problem uses the well-known and easy fact that when 
f~(x) - x is a homogeneous polynomial mapping (as it is for any cubic-linear 
f~), f~ verifies the Jacobian condition if and only if f;(x) - Z, is a nilpotent 
matrix for all x. Here is a first rewriting of the Jacobian condition still con- 
taining x: 
(1.3) ((diag((Ax)*‘))A)‘= 0 for all x E C”. 
The next help comes from a characterization of nilpotent matrices: an (n x n) 
matrix B is nilpotent if and only if all the traces of the iterates B, B2, B3 . . up to 
B” vanish. Our condition becomes 
(1.4) tr((diag((Ax)*2))A)k= 0 forallxEC=“andforallk=1,2,...,n. 
As functions of x, these expressions are homogeneous polynomials of degrees 
2,4,. . . ,2n. In Section 4 we will write down explicitly the symmetric multi- 
linear forms associated to these polynomials, both in traditional mathematical 
notation and as a computer program. By equating the coefficients to zero we 
will achieve point 1. 
Now let us turn back to equation (1.3). We want (diag((Ax)*2)),4 to be a nil- 
potent matrix for all x. Observe now that diag(Ax)*2 is always a diagonal ma- 
trix, although not all diagonal matrices can be written in this way (for once, a 
Druikowski matrix is never invertible). It is reasonable to ask what happens if 
we impose nilpotency not just to the matrices of the form (diag((Ax)*2))A for 
all choices of x, but rather to DA for all possible choices of a diagonal matrix D. 
Such a condition seems to deserve a name: 
Definition 1.2. We say that an (n x n) matrix A is D-nilpotent if 
(1.5) (DA)” = 0 for all diagonal (n x n) matrices D. 
Since D-nilpotency is a stronger condition than the original (1.3), all D-nil- 
potent matrices will be Druikowski matrices. The converse is false, as the 
example 
(1.6) 
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shows. It turns out however that D-nilpotency has the following neat char- 
acterization: 
Theorem 1.3. For an (n x n) matrix A = (Au) the following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(i) A is D-nilpotent; 
(ii) AiliZAizij . ..Ai,i, =Oforallil,..., ikE{l,..., n}andforall 
k= 1,2,...,n; 
(iii) A is permutation-similar to an upper triangular matrix U with null diag- 
onal; that is, there exists a permutation matrix P such that A = P-’ UP. 
Moreover, all D-nilpotent matrices produce invertible Druikowski mappings. 
2. CHARACTERIZING D-NILPOTENT MATRICES 
In this section we are going to prove the equivalence of the three conditions in 
Theorem 1.3. Let us start with two lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1. Let A be an (n x n) D-nilpotent matrix and Papermutation matrix. 
Then PAP-’ is D-nilpotent. 
Proof. Let us remind that an (n x n) matrix P is called a permutation matrix if 
exactly one entry in each row and in each column is equal to 1, and all other 
entries are 0. 
For any diagonal matrix D, P-‘(DPAP-‘)“P = ((P-‘DP)A)” = 0 as A is 
D-nilpotent. Thus (DPAP-‘)” = 0 for any diagonal D, so PAP-’ is D-nilpo- 
tent. 0 
Let A be any (n x n) matrix. For 1 5 s < n let S = (iI,. . . , is) be an s-uple of 
elements of { 1,2,. . . , n}. For such an S we will write As for the matrix obtained 
by erasing from A the rows and columns whose numbers does not lie in the set 
{ii,. . . , is}. We define also 
(2.1) rs(A) := Ai,i2At2ij . . . Ai,$i,. 
Lemma 2.2. If A is a D-nilpotent matrix, 1 5 s < n and S = (iI,. . . , is) is an 
s-uple of elements of { 1, . . . , n}, then As is also D-nilpotent. 
Proof. From Lemma 2.1 it follows that we may take ij =j. Let fi be an (n x n) 
diagonal matrix with last n - s diagonal entries being 0. Divide A into blocks 
this way: 
(2.2) A = “c” ; , 
( ) 
where B is an (s x (n - s)) matrix and C is an ((n - s) x s) matrix. Then: 
(2.3) DA = ““OAs D;B j, 
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As this matrix is nilpotent, so is &As, what ends the proof. 0 
Theorem 2.3. For an (n x n) matrix A = (AQ) the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) A is D-nilpotent; 
(ii) 7rs(A)=OforallS=(il,..., is), withil,..., &E(l)..., n}. 
(iii) There exists a permutation matrix P, such that P-‘ AP is upper triangular. 
Proof. (i) + (ii): We proceed by induction on n. The case n = 1 is trivial. As- 
sume that n > 1 and that the assertion is true for (s x s) matrices, for any s < n 
Using Lemma 2.2 we can conclude that property (ii) holds ifs < n. In partic- 
ular, for s = 1 we have ~(i)(A) = Afi = 0, that is, 
(2.4) Aii = 0 for all i, 
and,forS=(i,i+l,...,j),forO<j-i<n-1: 
(2.5) 
n(i,...j)(A) =Ai,i+lAi+l,i+2...A,-l$A,i,i=O 
wheneverO<j-i<n-1. 
It remains to deal with the case s = n. In that case it follows from Lemma 2.1 
that we may assume that ik = k for all k. What we have to prove is that: 
(2.6) A12A23.. An- r,nA,,~ = 0. 
Assume this is not true, that is: 
(2.7) 0 #A12~223...Ai,i+1Ai+t,i+2...Aj~2,j-lAj-l,j...An-l,nAn,l, \ , 
where we have highlighted that the product of consecutive terms Ai,i+ 1 . Aj - 1.i 
for i < j must also be nonzero. On the other hand, from formula (2.5) we can 
write: 
(2.8) Ai,i+lAi+l,i+z. ..Aj-2,j-IAj_l,j.Aj;=OwheneverO<j-i<n-1. \ / 
#O 
Throwing in also formula (2.4) we can conclude that 
(2.9) Aji=O wheneverOIj-i<n-1. 
Consider now the formula for the determinant of A, which must vanish because 
A is nilpotent: 
(2.10) 0 = detA = C w(dA1,,(t)A2,,(2) .A,.,(,). 
UE E(n) 
From what we have seen, we can ignore any term of the sum for which a(k) 5 k 
for at least one k, except the special case I = 1. Any surviving permutation u 
must have cr(n) = 1, and o(k) > k for k < n, which gives successively 
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a(n-l)=n,a(n-2)=n-landsoon:o(k)=k+lfork<n.Onlyoneterm 
remains: 
(2.11) O=detA = (-l)“‘A12A23...A,~1,~A~,l, 
which contradicts the assumption (2.7). 
(ii) * (iii): Supp ose condition (ii) holds. Let 
(2.12) N,z, = {(i,j) : Aii # 0}, 
{el,e2,... , en} be the standard basis of R” and consider the following set of 
vectors of R”: 
(2.13) RA := {ei - ej : (i,j) E NA}, 
and the convex hull of RA: 
(2.14) CA := 
i 
C Xg(ei - cj) : Xg 2 0, C Xv = 1 
I 
. 
(4 E NA (id E NA 
CA iS a convex closed subset of [w”. We claim that 0 $ CA. 
Suppose in fact that ,Y&) ENA Xg(ci - ej) = 0 with Xv 2 0. We will deduce 
that & = 0 for all (i,j) E NA, which of course implies that 0 $ CA. Let K be the 
set of the couples (i,j) E NA such that Xv > 0. Assume by contradiction that K 
has at least an element (ii, in). Then there would exist is such that (i2, &) E K 
too, because if i2 did not appear as the first element of any couple in NA, by 
expanding the sum 0 = C cI,,j E K Xq(ei - ej), the basis vector ei, would be col- 
lected with a strictly negative coefficient, which is impossible. 
Starting now with the couple (ii, i2) E K we could build up a string (i2, i3), 
(in, id). . . of elements of K until we necessarily repeat one index and come to 
some (is, ii). This would give 
(2.15) n(i~3i~,...,i.y)(A) = Aili*Ai?i3 . . ‘Ai,T_,i,Ai,i, # 0, 
against the assumption. Hence K = 0 and Xii = 0 for all i, j. 
The finite-dimensional version of Hahn-Banach theorem implies that CA is 
contained in an open half-space having the origin on the boundary, that is, 
there is a linear functional L : R” + R’ such that L(w) > 0 for all w E CA. In 
particular, applying this to ‘u = ei - ej, 
(2.16) Aq # 0 + L(ei) > L(ej). 
By possibly changing L a little we can assume also that L(ei) # L(ej) for all 
i #j, that is, that L is injective over the standard basis. Consider then the per- 
mutation u of { 1,2,. . . ,n} that makes the mapping i H L(e,(i)) strictly de- 
creasing: 
(2.17) i <j _ L(e,(i)) > L(e,(j)). 
Consider the matrix Bu = A,(i),o(j). This B is permutation-similar to A, and it is 
strictly upper triangular, because 
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(2.18) Bij # 0 * A,(i),,(j) # 0 * L(%(i)) > L(G(j)) _ j <.i. 
(iii) + (i): Follows directly from Lemma 2.1. 0 
3. D-NILPOTENT MATRICES YIELD POLYNOMIAL AUTOMORPHISMS 
Proposition 3.1. Let A be a D-nilpotent matrix (Definition 1.2). Then 
(3.1) fA(x) = x- (Ax) $3 
is a Druikowski map (Definition 1.1). 
Proof. fA is a Druikowski map if and only if 
(3.2) ((diag((Ax)**))A)“= 0 for all x E &. 0 
Observe that, for any permutation matrix P, multiplication by P commutes 
with the operation of taking the componentwise cube 
(3.3) Px*3 = (Px)*3 for all x E C”. 
The following theorem says, that the mapping fA(x) connected with a D-nil- 
potent matrix A is always permutation similar to a triangular automorphism: 
Theorem 3.2. Let A be a D-nilpotent matrix (Dejinition 1.2). Then the poly- 
nomial mapping fA(x) = x - (Ax)*~ is an automorphism. More precisely, there 
exist a permutation matrix Pand an upper triangular matrix B such that 
(3.4) P-‘fA(Px) = x - (Bx)*~ = fB(x) for all x E C”. 
Proof. Let A be a D-nilpotent matrix. From Theorem 2.3 it follows that there 
exists a permutation matrix P and an upper triangular matrix B such, that 
P-‘AP = B. Thus, using (3.3) we get (3.4), as 
(3.5) P-‘f (Px) = P-‘Px - P-‘(APx)‘~ = x - P-‘(PBx)‘~ = x - (Bx)*~. 
This ends the proof. 0 
4. CHARACTERIZING DRUiKOWSKI MATRICES 
Definition 4.1. To a matrix A E C(n x n), and k E { 1,. . . , n}, we associate a 
tensor Tck) : Ckn -+ C, crucial in the sequel: the components of T(l), T(*), Tc3), 
Tck) with k > 3, in the canonical basis, are by definition 
Therefore for any VU(~), . . , U(k) E c” we have 
(4.2) TCk)(u(l), . . . 7 u(k)) = C ~(l)ilAi,i?V(2)i*Aizi3 " u(k)ikAiki,. 
ill...,ik 
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In the previous formula u(i)i, is the ii-component of the vector VU(~) E C” and so 
on. As usual, by the symmetrization of the tensor T(“) we mean the tensor 
S7’ck) : Ckn -+ C which has the following components: 
Using the tensors Tck), and their symmetrizations, we can characterize D-nil- 
potent matrices (Definition 1.2) as follows: 
Lemma 4.2. A matrix A E C(n x n) is D-nilpotent ifand only if 
(4.4) STck)=O forallk= l,...,n. 
Proof. Since a matrix B.is nilpotent if and only if tr(B“) = 0 fork = 1, . . . , n, we 
get that a matrix A is D-nilpotent if and only if tr(DA)k = 0 for all diagonal 
matrices D = diag (v), 21 E C” and all k = 1, . . , n. Calculating the trace of the 
k-th power of the matrix DA we get Tck)(u,. . , u). Thus, A is D-nilpotent if and 
onlyif,forallk= l,..., n, 
(4.5) T(k)(~,...,~)=O foralIvE@” 
and this happens if and only if, for all k = 1,. , n, 
(4.6) STck) = 0. 
For the sake of the reader not acquainted with tensor calculus, we show the last 
equivalence. The condition STck) = 0 obviously implies Tck)(u,. . , u) = 0. To 
prove the opposite implication we may argue by induction on k, the degree of 
the tensor, in a fixed dimension n. For k = 1 the implication is trivial. Then, 
assume that the implication holds for all degree k - 1 tensors in dimension n 
and consider the following relation for a degree k tensor T 
(4.7) C rj,... jkUjl .. . Ujk = 0. 
.h (. dk 
Calculating the derivative with respect to vi, and renaming the indices, we get 
(4.8) c (Tl, ,... pk_, + Tp,~pz...pk-, +“.f Tp I... pk-,l)~pi-~pk_, =o. 
PI >..-spk - I 
Applying the inductive assumption we easily obtain the result. Cl 
Now, let us define further tensors. 
Definition 4.3. To an (n x n) matrix A, and k E { 1, . . . , n}, we associate tensor 
of degree 2k, Z(2k) : C2kn -+ @, which has the following components in the ca- 
nonical basis 
(4.9) ZW) PlQl...PtQk := 
jl,...,jk=l 
7;Ik!.jkAjvlAj~Ql . . ’ AjkPkAjkQk' 
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Using the tensors Z(2k), and their symmetrizations, we can characterize the 
Druikowski matrices (see Definition 1.1) as follows: 
Theorem 4.4. An (n x n) matrix A is a Druikowski matrix ifand only if 
(4.10) SZ(2k)=O forallk= l,..., n. 
Proof. We know that A is Druikowski if and only if condition (1.3) holds true. 
This is equivalent o 
(4.1 1) tr((diag((Ax)‘2))A)k= 0 for all x E @” andk= l,...,n. 
The trace of the k-th power of the matrix (diag((Ax)*2))A coincides with 
Z(2k)(x,. . . ,x). Thus, A is Druikowski if and only if, for all k = 1, . , n, 
(4.12) Z(2k)(~, . . .,x) = 0 for all x E C” 
and this happens if and only if (see the proof of Lemma 4.2), for all k = 1, . . . , n, 
(4.13) SZ(2k) =o. 0 
The above theorem is a constructive algorithm to write down a set of algebraic 
equations whose solutions provide all Druikowski matrix with a given dimen- 
sion. We have implemented the formulas into the computer language Mathe- 
matica, by Wolfram Research Inc. We used version 3.0, but we think that the 
commands will run on earlier versions too. We hereby provide the listing with 
some comments. 
We have also been working on routines that attempt to actually solve those 
equations, overcoming as much as possible the memory limitations of our ma- 
chines. One approach that we are trying is to combine some equations taken 
from the full set of Druikowski equations with others taken from D-nilpotency, 
in search of some intermediate class. We will provide the latest version of the 
full program to any interested reader. 
A PROCEDURE TO WRITE DOWN DRUiKOWSKI EQUATIONS 
Our routines set up the equations for the coefficients of a matrix with arbitrary 
name in any dimension n = dim to be a Druikowski matrix. The parameter 
degr will correspond to the k of the formulas above. 
This command takes a list like { ao, al, a2, . . . , a9 } and turns it into 
~{aO,al~,Ial,a2},...,{a8,a9), {a9,aO}}: 
makeIndexCycle[indexList_List]:= 
Partition[Join[indexList, [First[indexList]}], 2, 11; 
The next command takes a matrix name c, an index name i and a (degree) 
integerdegrandmakestheproductc[i[l],i[2]] *c[1[2],i[3]] * . . . * 
c[i[degr-l],i[degr]] *c[i[degr], i[l]]: 
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makeCycle[c_Symbol, i-symbol, degr_Integer] := 
Times @@Apply[c, makeIndexCycle[Array[i, {degr}]], 11; 
The following command takes the product given by makecycle and 
appends to it the products c[i[l],p[l]]*c[i[2],p[2]1*... and 
~~~~~l,s~lll*~~~~~l,s[2l1*..., where i is the index of the makecycle 
and p, q are new indices: the result the argument ofthe sum in formula(4.9), 
that we call here as uncontractedTensor 
uncontractedTensor[c_Symbol, firstIndexName_, 
secondIndexName_, thirdIndexName_, degr_Integer] := 
makeCycle[c, firstIndexName, degr]* 
Times @@ Apply[c, Table[(firstIndexName[i], SecondIndexName 
[ill, 
{i, degr}], l]*Times @@ 
Apply[c, Table[{firstIndexName[i], 
thirdIndexName[i] }, {i, degr)], 11; 
The following command contracts the uncontractedTensor with respect to 
the indices with the first name, giving the tensor Z(2k), that we call here 
ContractedTensor. The SummationTable local variable stores all the lists 
of length degr with elements between 1 and dim. 
contractedTensor[c_Symbol, secondIndexName_Symbol, 
thirdIndexName_Symbol, dim-Integer, degr_Integer] := 
Module[{summationTable, t, firstIndexName}, 
summationTable = Flatten[Array[List, 
Table[dim, Ii, degr)]], degr - 11; 
t=uncontractedTensor[c, firstIndexName, SecondIndexName, 
thirdIndexName, degr]; Sum[t/. 
firstIndexName[k_] : > summationTable[[r,k]], 
{r, Length[summationTable]}]] ; 
This is the complete symmetrization of the ContractedTensor with respect 
to the remaining indices, that is, the tensor SZ@‘), which is here symme- 
trizedContractedTensor: 
symmetrizedContractedTensor[c_Symbol, secondIndexName_Symbol, 
thirdIndexName_Symbol, dim-Integer, degr_Integer] := 
Module[{permutationList, t, p, q, rule}, 
t=contractedTensor[c, p, q, dim, degr]; 
permutationList= Permutations[Range[2*degr]]; 
rule[perm_] := 
{p[k_] : >Which[perm[[k]] <=degr, 
secondIndexName[perm[[k]]], True, 
thirdIndexName[perm[[k]] - degr]], 
q[k_l :>Which[perm[[k+degr]] <=degr, 
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secondIndexName[perm[[ktdegrl]l, True, 
thirdIndexName[perm[[ktdegr]] - degr]]}; 
Sum[t/. rule[permutationList[[r]]], {r, (2*degr) !}]] 
Finally here is the command to write the Druikowski condition for a matrix 
with name c for k = degr and in dimension dim. It is set up so that it re- 
members the equations. 
DruzkowskiEquations[c_Symbol,dim_Integer,degr_Integer] := 
DruzkowskiEquations[c, dim, degr]= 
Module[{p, q, t, SummationTable), 
summationTable= 
Flatten[Array[List, Table[dim, {i, 2*degr}]], 
2*degr - 11; 
t= symmetrizedContractedTensor[c, p, q, dim, degrl; 
Complement[Table[t/. 
{p[k_]:>summationTable[[r,k]], 
q[k_] :>summationTable[[r,k+degr]]}, {r, 
dim^ (2*degr)}], {True}]] ; 
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